Performance evaluation of fan and comb shaped plasma reactors for distribution of generated ozone in a confined space
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Enhanced distribution of atmospheric surface dielectric barrier discharge (SDBD) generated ozone in air for effective decontamination is examined. This is achieved through experimental measurement and numerical prediction of the flow and ozone distribution produced by surface DBD plasma reactors kept in a closed chamber. This study provides an alternative technique for decontamination of assembly cleanroom facilities and spacecraft components. Conventional methods like dry heat microbial reduction and vapor phase hydrogen peroxide used in spacecraft related decontamination lead to thermal and chemical damage of sophisticated materials. Advantages associated with atmospheric DBD plasma decontamination like low temperatures, no organic-residuals and design flexibility make it a potential alternative to these methods. In this study, spore forming bacterial species, *Bacillus subtilis*, which is commonly used in planetary protection studies was used as the test organism. Significant reduction (~78%) of bacterial concentrations in the inoculated volume of air was observed using the comb shaped DBD plasma reactor. Increased reduction (~98%) was observed when the same reactor was used in conjunction with an external fan for better ozone distribution. Considering this, a recently developed DBD configuration called the fan SDBD reactor can be used instead of the external fan to obtain better ozone distribution leading to lower ozone requirements and energy consumption. For this purpose, ozone distribution in a chamber with the comb and fan SDBD reactor were compared experimentally. The fan SDBD reactor uniformly distributed ozone from the center towards the walls of the chamber with higher ozone concentrations at the center. In contrast, the comb SDBD reactor pushed the ozone towards one of the walls resulting in biased distribution with higher concentrations in one direction. These results suggest that the fan reactor is better suited for decontamination applications like sterilization of spacecraft components where a more uniform decontamination is preferred requiring less ozone concentrations. Preliminary simulation results of flow and ozone distribution by the comb and fan reactors up till 10 seconds of powering up are validated with experimental data. Such numerical simulations of ozone distribution resulting from different SDBD configurations can be used to develop and optimize reactor configurations for planetary protection decontamination applications.

I. Introduction

Prevention of interplanetary contamination is imperative in space research missions to protect the celestial body of interest from earthly organisms (forward contamination) and the Earth from extra-terrestrial agents (backward contamination). To this effect, the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) developed international policies for planetary protection which are updated every two years [1]. These policies are based on the celestial body of interest and the type of mission. Planetary protection necessitates decontamination of assembly cleanroom facilities and spacecraft components for reduction (disinfection) or eradication (sterilization) of microbial inhabitants [2]. Among different microorganisms that contaminate spacecraft environments, spore forming bacteria like the *Bacillus* species and facultative anaerobes like *Escherichia coli* are known to be the most resistant microorganisms that endure harsh environments in a dormant state and grow later when conditions become favorable [3, 4]. Such bacterial species are used as test organisms to validate decontamination technologies suitable for space exploration missions [3, 4].
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Decontamination technologies currently approved for space missions by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) include dry heat microbial reduction (DHMR) and vapor phase hydrogen peroxide (VHP) [5-7]. However, these technologies can be detrimental to advanced materials and electronics used in spacecraft development today. The ECSS reported that high processing temperatures used in DHMR lead to the damage of heat sensitive materials while hydrogen peroxide used in VHP can lead to detrimental material alteration [8]. Thus, there is a need for alternative decontamination technologies that can overcome disadvantages of high temperatures and material incompatibility while attaining adequate levels of decontamination.

Non-thermal plasma (NTP), also known as cold atmospheric plasma (CAP), is a promising alternative decontamination technology with advantages like low temperatures, low cost, no organic-residuals and design flexibility [9-11]. NTP is essentially gas which is electrically energized to a state of partial ionization and is characterized by low overall temperatures. Literature shows that NTP decontamination is a potential alternative for conventional methods used in planetary protection [3, 12-13]. Schruerger et al. (2008) [12] reported 6 log reduction in Bacillus subtilis spores on six spacecraft materials with no material alteration caused by NTP exposure. Shimizu et al. (2014) [3] reported the inactivation of a variety of bacterial species including endospores and tested the effects of NTP exposure on different spacecraft materials. In addition to sterilization [14-16], NTPs have also been employed in many applications including biomedicine [17-19], medical treatment [20, 21], flow control [22-24] and disinfection of air [25-27], water [14,28,29] and food or food storage [29-31]. Among the different methods available for non-thermal plasma generation, dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma is unique due to its design flexibility, easy set-up, ability to operate in atmospheric conditions, and its influence on the flow patterns of the neighboring fluid [32]. Previous research shows DBD plasma can lead to sterilization of bacterial endospores which is crucial for planetary protection [13,33].

DBD plasma is formed when an AC voltage is applied across two electrodes separated by a dielectric barrier and a gas filled gap. Atmospheric DBD plasma involves ionization of neighboring air resulting in the generation of various reactive species, UV photons and electric fields from local charge distribution [3, 34]. DBD plasma treatment results from direct contact of plasma discharge with the target or indirect contact resulting from the interaction of transported reactive species with the target. In indirect treatments, mobility of the reactive species makes it possible to treat obscured spaces in the target where direct contact is not possible. Among these reactive species, ozone is known to be a major factor responsible for microbial inactivation [35-38]. A lot of studies can be found in current literature on inactivation mechanisms and practical applications of plasma-based ozone decontamination systems [34,39-43]. However, there are few studies which investigate the effect of distribution of the generated ozone on decontamination [36] which can be crucial in developing optimal DBD-plasma decontamination systems. If decontamination can be enhanced with better ozone distribution, the energy lost in DBD flow generation can be utilized to distribute the generated ozone resulting in lower ozone requirements and energy consumption. The idea is to test the effect of ozone distribution on decontamination and employ DBD flow control for distributing the ozone generated. In this study, we will use the comb and fan surface DBD (SDBD) plasma configurations to model SDBD generated ozone distribution. While the comb configuration has been previously studied for flow control applications, the fan configuration was recently developed by Portugal et al. (2017) [44] to obtain uniform ozone distribution utilizing the SDBD flow generation mechanism and is yet to be studied for decontamination applications.

This research aims at the fundamental understanding of spatial and temporal distribution of surface DBD (SDBD) plasma generated ozone in air for effective decontamination. This includes (a)experimental investigation of effect of ozone distribution on decontamination, (b)comparison of ozone distribution produced by the fan and comb SDBD reactor experimentally and (c) simulation of ozone distribution by the two configurations.

II. Methods and Materials

This section is divided into 3 segments. The first segment describes the experimental set-up used to study the effect of better ozone distribution on decontamination efficacy. This is achieved with examination of overall decontamination of inoculated air with ozone produced by a comb SDBD reactor and distributed using an external fan. The second segment describes the experimental set up for studying and comparing ozone distribution by the Comb SDBD reactor and the novel fan SDBD reactor. The third segment talks about the numerical methods used in simulating flow and ozone distribution by the two SDBD reactor configurations.
A. Experimental set up 1: Effect of better ozone distribution on decontamination efficacy

Test organism: *Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis)*, a gram-positive bacterium, is used as the test organism for testing the effect of ozone distribution on overall decontamination in an enclosed space. *B. subtilis* is a rod-shaped, spore forming aerobe generally found in soil and vegetation. This bacterial species is chosen as it is widely used for evaluating decontamination technologies in general and specifically for planetary protection studies [3]. Additionally, due to its spore forming ability, the inactivation of this species will also indicate the capability of DBD plasma sterilization.

Preparation of cultures: Frozen cultures of *B. subtilis* are stored at -80°C in LB (Lysogeny Broth) broth with 30% glycerol. A sterile inoculating loop is swabbed with frozen cultures and streaked onto an LB plate. This plate is incubated at 37°C for 24 hours to grow fresh cultures. Colonies from the fresh culture is then used to make up the LB broth culture with approximately 7 x 10^4 CFU (colony forming units)/ml which is mixed with distilled de-ionized water to get contaminated water for aerosolizing.

DBD plasma generation: Figure 1 illustrates the comb electrode design and the corresponding power supply used in this study. In this configuration, plasmas are formed over the surface of the dielectric barrier and along the perimeter of the top electrode that is exposed to the surrounding air. Details of the reactor design, plasma generation and electrical power supply can be found in recently published works of our research group [45, 46].

![Fig. 1 Illustration of the Surface Dielectric Barrier Discharge (SDBD) comb-reactor. The image shows (a) a comb shaped SDBD plasma reactor showing the exposed and ground electrode separated by a dielectric of 0.76 mm thickness and 3.48 dielectric constant, (b) plasma formed around the exposed electrode when the reactor is powered and (c) the electrical power supply used to operate the SDBD plasma reactor [45].](image)

The experimental set up used for this study is shown in Figure 2(a). The different components of the setup along with their functions are given in Table 1. A HYVAC PressoVac diaphragm vacuum pump (97000-001 PressoVac 24 Diaphragm Vacuum Pump [47]) with a maximum flow rate of 1 cu ft/min along with a flow control valve is used to control the air inflow rate into the test chamber. A Medneb compressor nebulizer MQ5600 [48] is used for inoculating the air volume inside the test chamber by aerosolizing contaminated water fed into the nebulizer cup. The aerosolized particles of 0.5-10 microns are sprayed into the test chamber at a flow rate of 0.18 LPM [48]. A bio-sampler (SKC Biostage single-stage Impactor), shown in Figure 2(b), is used for sampling the air inside the test chamber. The bio-sampler consists of an inlet cone, precision-drilled 400-hole impactor stage and a base which holds a standard-size agar plate. It is connected to a high flow pump (Quicktake 30) which pulls microorganisms in the sampled air at 14.5 LPM and collects them on the agar surface through the holes in the impactor stage [49].
Fig. 2 Illustration of the (a) experimental set up used for studying effect of ozone distribution on decontamination and (b) biosampler (SKC Biostage single-stage Impactor) used to sample air.

Table 1 Components of experimental set up and their functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No.</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Air pump + valve + flow meter</td>
<td>Control the inflow air rate to the chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nebulizer</td>
<td>Inoculate the air inside the test chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Plasma Reactor</td>
<td>Produce ozone and decontaminate the air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CPU Fan</td>
<td>Distribute the ozone produced inside the chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ozone monitor</td>
<td>Monitor the ozone levels inside the chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Biostage sampler + valve + pump</td>
<td>Sample air to quantify decontamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity chart recorder EXTECH Instruments RH520A-NIST</td>
<td>Measure temp and relative humidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure: In the beginning of every experiment, the test chamber and all the components inside it are sterilized with 70% isopropyl alcohol to avoid external contamination. Further, before starting any experiment, ozone levels inside the test chamber are measured to be in stable levels of 20-30 ppb. This is ensured by letting the ozone monitor run for 20 to 30 minutes without closing the chamber lid or the valves. The room ozone levels measured fall in the range of ozone levels reported in buildings and laboratories without ozone sources [49]. Two sets of experiments are performed – (a) with and (b) without the external fan used for ozone distribution. The external fan is used for ozone distribution as the comb SDBD plasma reactor configuration has been shown to not uniformly distribute ozone and instead drives away the generated ozone as wall jets parallel to the reactor surface [44]. This occurs due to the nature of the flow induced by the comb configuration as shown in Figure 5.

The first set of experiments are performed without using the fan for ozone distribution. At first, 0.1 ml of the LB broth culture is used to inoculate 50 ml of distilled DI water. The contaminated water is then fed into the nebulizer cup. The nebulizer is switched on for 6 seconds to inoculate the air in the test chamber. The nebulizer run time of 6 seconds is determined from initial runs to obtain a consistent initial bacterial count of approximately $2 \times 10^3$ CFUs in the inoculated volume. Following aerosolization with the nebulizer, the air is sampled using the biostage impactor to get the control bacterial count. During the air sampling, the air pump is switched on and the valve connecting the pump to the test chamber is adjusted to equate the inflow rate to the flow rate of air being sampled to avoid change in air pressure inside the chamber. Once the air is sampled, both the valves at the inlet and outlet of the test chamber are closed and the plasma reactor is run for 10 minutes. At the end of 10 mins, the air is sampled again using the biostage sampler.

Post experimental procedure: Every time air is sampled, agar plates are taken out of the bio-stage sampler and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Plate counts are obtained from the agar plates to quantify the bacterial colonies present.
in the sampled air. The plate counts along with the total volume of the chamber (0.07 m$^3$) and the sampled air volume (0.007 m$^3$) are used to calculate the total CFUs present in the test chamber before and after plasma treatment. The distribution of the aerosolized bacteria is assumed to be uniform in the inoculated volume for these calculations. Following each experimental run, the residual ozone inside the test chamber is removed using a vacuum cleaner till ozone levels reach room levels of below 30 ppb. The test chamber and the components inside it are then cleaned with 10% sodium hypochlorite solution, left to stand for 30 minutes and wiped with 70% alcohol before starting another experiment. Additionally, before refilling the nebulizer cup when required, it is sterilized with 10% sodium hypochlorite solution and wiped with 70% alcohol to avoid inconsistent bacterial count in the inoculated air volume. The same procedure is followed to run the second set of experiments which employs a fan for distribution of plasma generated ozone in addition to the other components used in the first set of experiments.

Control experiments: Air inside the test chamber is sampled before every experiment to check for external bacterial contamination that may be present. Ozone levels are monitored inside the test chamber with free airflow at the inlet for 20 minutes before each experiment to ensure room levels of ozone (20-30 ppb) inside the test chamber.

B. Experimental set up 2: Comparison of ozone distribution by Comb and Fan SDBD reactor

This set up is used to study the temporal and spatial distribution of ozone in an enclosed space with the Comb and Fan SDBD plasma reactor configurations. With the recently developed fan configuration [44] with better flow distribution ability, this experimental study was done to compare the ozone distribution by the comb and fan configurations.

DBD plasma generation: Figure 3 illustrates the electrode design and dimensions used for the study of temporal and spatial distribution of ozone produced by the comb and fan design configuration of the SDBD plasma reactor. Material properties of the dielectric material and the electrodes are same as the one used in Experimental set up 1. Input voltage (25 V) for the plasma reactors in these experiments is supplied by a function generator. The function generator generates an RF sine wave signal which is then passed through a power amplifier. The amplified signal then passes through a step-up transformer which steps up the voltage. The input power from the transformer is used to power the plasma reactor.

Control experiments: Air inside the test chamber is sampled before every experiment to check for external bacterial contamination that may be present. Ozone levels are monitored inside the test chamber with free airflow at the inlet for 20 minutes before each experiment to ensure room levels of ozone (20-30 ppb) [49] inside the test chamber.

B. Experimental set up 2: Comparison of ozone distribution by Comb and Fan SDBD reactor

This set up is used to study the temporal and spatial distribution of ozone in an enclosed space with the Comb and Fan SDBD plasma reactor configurations. With the recently developed fan configuration [44] with better flow distribution ability, this experimental study was done to compare the ozone distribution by the comb and fan configurations.

DBD plasma generation: Figure 3 illustrates the electrode design and dimensions used for the study of temporal and spatial distribution of ozone produced by the comb and fan design configuration of the SDBD plasma reactor. Material properties of the dielectric material and the electrodes are same as the one used in Experimental set up 1. Input voltage (25 V) for the plasma reactors in these experiments is supplied by a function generator. The function generator generates an RF sine wave signal which is then passed through a power amplifier. The amplified signal then passes through a step-up transformer which steps up the voltage. The input power from the transformer is used to power the plasma reactor.

![Fig. 3](image1)

*(a) Comb reactor configuration and (b) Fan reactor configuration.* [44]

![Fig. 4](image2)

Illustration of (a) the experimental test chamber used to measure ozone distribution produced by two SDBD plasma reactor configurations, (b) planes of measurements that are defined by their vertical distance from the surface of the plasma reactor and (c) grid of measurement points at each plane.
The experimental set up for collecting spatial and temporal ozone distribution data mainly consists of a polycarbonate test chamber with internal dimensions of 27.3 cm x 27.3 cm x 28.6 cm, a plasma reactor(comb/fan) and an ozone monitor as shown in Figure 4(a). The 2B Technologies Model 202 Ozone Monitor™, which works based on UV light absorption at 254 nm, is used for the ozone measurements in air. The accuracy of the monitor is 1.5 ppb or 2% of the reading [51]. Each wall of the chamber has 36 holes of 0.7 cm diameter for insertion of a stainless-steel ozone probe connected to the ozone monitor. Measurements are made at a number of points in planes at different heights from the bottom of the chamber as shown in Figure 4(b). Each measurement plane has measurement points at intersection of the grid lines as shown in Figure 4(c). The grid point measurements are obtained by placing the ozone probe at different points with the help of the holes in the chamber walls. At least 3 measurements are taken at each point to minimize errors. Polycarbonate material and stainless-steel materials are chosen for the chamber and the probe as they are known to be resistant to reactions with ozone. The test chamber is sealed with a silicon layer to avoid ozone leakage from the test chamber. Ozone measurements are obtained for 5 minutes from the time when the plasma reactor is switched on. After each experimental run of 5 minutes, the plasma reactor is turned off. Following this, the residual ozone is removed with a vacuum cleaner till ozone levels reach room levels of around 20-30 ppb [50]. Before starting each experimental run, the test chamber is let to stand with the lid open and ozone levels are monitored inside it for 15 minutes to reduce error in ozone measurements.

C. Numerical set up: Comparison of ozone distribution by Comb and Fan reactor

Numerical simulation of the ozone distribution generated by the fan and comb plasma reactor configurations is carried out in two stages: airflow simulations and airflow incorporated with ozone source and decomposition. The flow simulations are run using ANSYS FLUENT [52]. The basic governing equations (continuity, momentum and energy equations) along with the body force model corresponding to the SDBD plasma reactor force generation are used for the flow simulations.

Body Force Model: The body force model used in this study is obtained from the study performed by Singh and Roy [53] on simulating effects of plasma actuators. A similar body distribution function is applied in this study for modeling the body force distribution functions for the comb and fan reactor. It is given by:

\[ F_x = \frac{F_{c_0}}{\sqrt{F_{c_0}^2 + F_{y_0}^2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\left[ (\xi - c_{x_0}) - \frac{\xi \cdot (y - y_0)}{y_{00}} \right]^2 - \beta_x (y - y_0)^2}{\sqrt{F_{c_0}^2 + F_{y_0}^2}} \right\} \]

\[ F_y = \frac{F_{y_0}}{\sqrt{F_{c_0}^2 + F_{y_0}^2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\left[ (\xi - c_{x_0}) - \frac{\xi \cdot (y - y_0)}{y_{00}} \right]^2 - \beta_y (y - y_0)^2}{\sqrt{F_{c_0}^2 + F_{y_0}^2}} \right\} \]

where \( F_{c_0} = 2.6, F_{y_0} = 2.0, \beta_x = 1.44 \times 10^5, \beta_y = 1.8 \times 10^6, y_0 = 0.001665 \) while \( \xi \) and \( y_0 \) give the location of the actuation corresponding to the points along the lines of actuation (e.g., along the edge of the exposed electrode) of the specific SDBD plasma configuration[54].

The lines of actuation for modeling the body force distribution of the comb SDBD reactor are shown in Figure 5(b). Flow induced by the comb configuration is shown in Figure 5(c).

![Illustration of (a) the exposed (yellow) and ground (dotted) electrodes of the SDBD comb reactor used for modeling ozone distribution and (b) corresponding lines of actuation and force distribution used in body force distribution modeling (c) Smoke flow visualization of flow generated by the comb SDBD reactor showing plasma induced flow [44].](image)

The lines of actuation for the fan reactor configuration is shown in Figure 6(b). Each blade of the fan configuration has four lines of actuations- L1, L2, L3 and L4 as shown in Figure 6(b).
Fig. 6 Illustration of (a) the exposed (yellow) and ground (dotted) electrodes of the SDBD fan reactor used for modeling ozone distribution, (b) lines of actuation and force distribution used in body force distribution modeling and (c) smoke flow visualization of the flow generated by the fan configuration [44].

The combination of forces induced by the 5 blades and the center arc of the fan reactor (Figure 6(b)) result in suction of the air near the electrode perimeter followed by ejection leading to the formation of vortical structures indicating turbulence. Thus, turbulence modeling is considered for modeling flow generated by the fan DBD reactor configuration.

Ozone distribution is obtained by solving a species transport equation with ozone source and experimentally documented ozone decomposition reaction rates by SDBD reactors [46]. Simulation of ozone distribution generated by the reactor configurations is performed by taking convection, diffusion, ozone generation rate and ozone decay rates (from previous experimental data [46]).

### III. Results and discussion

#### A. Experimental data 1: Effect of better ozone distribution on decontamination efficacy.

*Control experiments:* Air inside the test chamber sampled before running the experiments indicated undetectable levels of culturable bacterial concentration. These measurements were taken prior to starting every experiment. Ozone levels monitored inside the test chamber before each experiment for 20 minutes indicated ozone concentrations of room level (20-30 ppb) [49]. This was expected as measures were taken to eliminate any residual ozone from previous experiments.

Temperature inside the chamber remained at 23±2 deg Celsius for all the experiments. The relative humidity levels varied between 73% to 78%. The variations in the relative humidity inside the chamber can be explained by the nebulizer aerosolization. However, since the nebulizer was switched on only for 6 seconds, it did not vary the relative humidity inside the chamber by significant amounts.

As explained in the methods section, two sets of experiments were performed. The first set of experiments did not involve using the external fan for ozone distribution inside the chamber. The contaminated air inside the test chamber was exposed to plasma for 10 minutes for these experiments. Air was sampled before and after plasma exposure to obtain the resulting disinfection. The disinfection results are provided in Tables 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment number</th>
<th>Bacterial concentration before plasma exposure (CFUs)</th>
<th>Bacterial concentration after plasma exposure (CFUs)</th>
<th>Percentage reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$7.1 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$8.1 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Bacterial concentrations measured inside the test chamber equipped with an external fan for ozone distribution before and after plasma treatment for 10 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment number</th>
<th>Bacterial concentration before plasma exposure (CFUs)</th>
<th>Bacterial concentration after plasma exposure (CFUs)</th>
<th>Percentage reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4x10^3</td>
<td>8.7x10^1</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9x10^3</td>
<td>1.8x10^1</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.0x10^3</td>
<td>7.7x10^1</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.5x10^3</td>
<td>1.5x10^1</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7x10^3</td>
<td>2.8x10^1</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An average percentage reduction of 77.6% was observed in the bacterial concentrations measured before and after plasma treatment in the first set of experiments conducted without using the external fan for ozone distribution. 98% average percentage reduction was obtained when an external fan was used for distribution of ozone formed by the plasma reactor in the second set of experiments.

These results imply significant reduction (~78%) in bacterial concentrations in air using the DBD plasma reactor and suggest that more effective disinfection (~98%) can be obtained when the plasma-generated ozone is distributed in the contaminated volume of air. It is to be noted here that we use percentage reduction in place of common log reduction count since initial microbial concentrations in air are kept low following general trends of air contamination observed [55]. The experimental investigation of effect of ozone distribution on decontamination suggests enhanced decontamination with better ozone distribution.

B. Experimental data 2: Comparison of ozone distribution by Comb and Fan reactor

Ozone measurements were taken in the polycarbonate chamber as described in the experimental procedure to take measurements in 2 planes for 5 minutes after the reactor was powered up. The two planes P1 and P2 (Figure 7(a)) were located at 3.5 and 11.5 from the SDBD plasma reactor surface placed at the center of the bottom surface of the test chamber, respectively.

![Fig. 7](a) Experimental set up used to measure ozone concentrations at different points inside the test chamber and (b) ratio of ozone concentrations for fan and comb reactors averaged over planes P1 and P2.

It was observed that the fan SDBD reactor had slightly less overall ozone concentrations at different measurement points when compared to the comb reactor. Inspection of the ozone concentrations obtained for the two reactor configurations led to an interesting observation which was used to get comb-equivalent concentrations for the fan reactor at each grid point. The ratio of ozone concentrations at each grid point for the fan reactor and the comb reactor was found to be fairly constant at 0.76 for P1 and P2. Figure 7(b) shows the ratio of ozone...
concentrations for fan and comb configurations averaged for different points in a plane at each time point. The constant ratio for the ozone concentration values of the fan and comb configuration was used to calculate comb-equivalent fan ozone concentration values at each grid point. These concentrations were compared to ozone concentrations corresponding to the comb configuration for each plane.

Figure 8 Ozone concentration for comb configuration and equivalent ozone conc for fan configuration (a) in plane P1 and (b) plane 2 at 60 seconds and 120 seconds; units: ppm.

Figure 9 Ozone concentration for comb configuration and equivalent ozone conc for fan configuration (a) in plane P1 and (b) plane 2 at 60 seconds and 120 seconds; units: ppm.

Figure 8 shows the ozone distribution obtained in P1 at 1 and 2 minutes for the two reactor configurations. Since plane 1 is very close to the actuator surface, the ozone distribution observed in this plane demonstrates the evolution of ozone concentrations near the actuator surface. The ozone concentrations for the fan reactor follow the corresponding flow pattern with ozone formation at the center and distributed through the plane with time. For the
comb reactor, ozone formed near the actuator surface is carried with the wall jet in a direction towards one of the chamber walls.

Figure 9 shows the ozone distribution obtained in P2 at 1 and 2 minutes. Since P2 is away from the bottom or top chamber wall the distribution obtained here is a better indication of the differences in ozone distribution due to the two reactor configurations. It is observed here that the comb configuration results in a biased distribution of ozone with higher concentrations towards one chamber wall. In comparison, the fan configuration results in a fairly even distribution through the plane. The uniform ozone distribution observed in this plane with the fan configuration indicates that much better ozone distribution is achieved with the fan configuration in comparison to the comb configuration.

C. Simulation data: Comparison of ozone distribution by Comb and Fan reactor

For simulating the ozone distribution inside a chamber resulting from the comb and fan reactor configuration, the flow distribution of the configurations was simulated followed by inclusion of ozone generation and distribution. All the simulations were performed using ANSYS FLUENT. The chamber dimensions used in the simulations were chosen as that of the polycarbonate chamber used in experimental setup 2 and 3 for matching the simulated ozone distribution results to experimental ozone distribution and disinfection distribution.

For these simulations, the flow and ozone distribution were simulated in a three-dimensional box of size [0, 0.273 m] x [0, 0.273 m] x [0, 0.286 m] in the x, y, z directions. 452829 grid points was used to resolve the mesh for the flow simulations. The mesh was highly refined at the reactor surfaces and 3 cm in each direction around it. The walls of the chamber are kept at zero flux along with no slip boundary condition. The flow is initialized with very low velocities of $10^{-5}$ m/s to resemble quiescent conditions. For the ozone distribution simulations three species: Oxygen, Ozone and Nitrogen are considered with initial mixture fractions of 0.23, 0 and 0.77, respectively. A source term for ozone $1.8 \times 10^{-8}$ kg/m³·s is applied in the cells over the actuator surface based on experimental ozone concentration measurements. An equivalent sink term for oxygen is applied for mass conservation inside the chamber. A first order ozone decomposition is also included in the form for Arrhenius rate equation. The Activation energy and pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius rate equation was obtained by matching it with experimental ozone decomposition equation obtained by Portugal et al. [46]. Finite rate model was used for the ozone decomposition reactions.

Comb and Fan flow results: The dimensions of the comb and fan SDBD reactor used for simulating the flow fields were matched to that used by Portugal et al. [44] for experimental study of the comb and fan flow induction using PIV (particle image velocimetry). The simulated results are compared to experimental comb flow distribution obtained by Portugal et al. [44] as shown in Figure 12 to 15.

![Fig. 12 Illustration of (a) Plane of view along the teeth of the comb SDBD reactor, (b) Experimental flow distribution [44] and (c) Simulated flow distribution.](image-url)
Fig. 13 Illustration of (a) Plane of view across the teeth of the comb SDBD reactor, (b) Experimental flow fields showing normalized velocity magnitudes [44] and (c) Simulated flow fields with normalized velocity magnitudes.

Fig. 14 Illustration of (a) Planes of views for four lines of 1 blade of the fan SDBD reactor [44], (b) Experimental flow fields for each separate line: L1, L2, L3, L4 [44] and (c) Corresponding simulated flow fields.
Fig. 15  Illustration of (a) Plane of views for 1 blade of the fan SDBD reactor [44], (b) Experimental flow field [44] and (c) Simulated flow fields for 1 blade of the Fan SDBD reactor.

The simulated flow fields qualitatively match well with the previously published experimental data [44] as shown in Figure 12-15. However, higher velocity magnitudes are observed near the SDBD reactor surface in the simulated results compared to experimental data. These discrepancies between simulated and experimental data near the SDBD reactor surface can be attributed to error in PIV (particle image velocimetry) experimental data near the area of plasma formation due to interaction of seeding oil particles with high electric fields near the electrode surfaces. This phenomenon has been studied by A. Masati et. al [56] and M. Hamdi et. al [57] where the effect of electric fields near the plasma formation area result in oil seeding particles flowing from the ground to exposed electrode in contrast to the atmospheric flow field from the exposed to the ground electrode. This results in lower velocities to be observed near the plasma surface than the actual velocities of the induced flow field.

Ozone distribution results: Ozone distribution produced by the two reactor configurations were simulated. The dimensions of the comb and fan reactor used for these simulations were same as the ones used in experimental study of ozone distribution described previously. The simulated results of normalized ozone distribution produced in the chamber at 10 seconds after powering up the SDBD reactors are shown in Figure 16 and 17.

Fig. 16  (a) Plane of observation (P1) and comb SDBD reactor configuration, (b) simulated results of ozone distribution observed in P1 at 10 seconds of powering up the reactor inside the test chamber and (c) corresponding experimental ozone distribution results at 10 seconds.
Fig. 17 (a) Plane of observation (P1) and Fan SDBD reactor configuration, (b) simulated results of ozone distribution observed in P1 at 10 seconds of powering up the reactor inside the test chamber and (c) corresponding experimental ozone distribution results at 10 seconds.

The simulated results fairly match with the experimental distribution obtained. Figure 15 shows higher concentrations near one wall of the chamber resulting from the wall jet produced by the comb SDBD reactor. In comparison, Figure 16 shows the initial distribution of ozone by the fan SDB reactor with higher concentrations at the center to be distributed evenly through the chamber with time. The simulated ozone distribution at 10 seconds of powering up the reactors results indicate the pathway to obtaining the ozone distribution data observed experimentally for 60 and 120 seconds previously shown in Figure 8 and 9.

Ozone generated near the reactor surface for the comb reactor is pushed towards the direction of the teeth tips as observed in the experimental data. For the fan reactor, the ozone generated is distributed from the center towards the 4 walls similar to the experiments. Thus, the simulated data represents the trends of ozone generated and suggests how the ozone would be distributed depending on the electrode configurations of the SDBD reactors. However, for exact comparison of ozone concentrations in different planes at different times inside the chamber, a more extensive study will be performed in the future.

IV. Conclusion

This paper demonstrates enhanced decontamination with better distribution of SDBD plasma generated ozone and evaluates the comb and fan reactor configurations for ozone distribution resulting from flow actuation. Experimental investigation of the effect of ozone distribution on decontamination using an external fan along with a comb plasma reactor showed a 20% increase in percentage reduction of bacterial count in an enclosed volume suggesting better decontamination with better ozone distribution. Thus, flow actuation characteristics of plasma reactors commonly used in aerodynamic flow control can be employed to improve the distribution of the generated ozone resulting in lower ozone requirements and energy consumption. Thus, for decontamination applications like sterilization of spacecraft components, ozone distribution resulting from inherent flow actuation of plasma reactors instead of using an external distribution source would be advantageous. To study the effect of flow inducement on distribution of ozone produced during plasma generation two configurations: the comb and fan SDBD reactors were simulated and examined experimentally. Experimental results showed a biased ozone distribution in one direction of the test chamber when the comb plasma reactor was used. This was expected as the flow actuation resulting from the comb configuration is known to produce a wall jet parallel to the reactor surface and in the direction of the comb tips. In contrast, the recently developed fan plasma reactor showed a more uniform distribution where the ozone generated was radially distributed from the center in all directions from the reactor. This corresponds well with previously studied flow actuation characteristics of the fan configuration which produces vortical structures near the surface spreading radially outward and upward from the center of the fan. The fan plasma reactor proved to be a better ozone distributer with uniform non-biased distribution compared to the comb reactor where maximum ozone concentrations were pushed towards one side of the test chamber. This implies that the fan configuration would be better for decontamination applications due to enhanced and uniform ozone distribution. Flow fields by the comb and fan
reactor, up till 10 seconds of powering up the reactor, were also simulated and validated with experimental data. The peaks of ozone concentrations observed for the comb configuration were observed near the wall in the direction of the comb tips. In contrast, the peaks of ozone concentrations for the fan configuration were found at the center of the chamber with fairly uniform radial gradients. Thus, the simulated results further confirm the ability of fan SDBD reactors to uniformly distribute ozone in an enclosed space and hence, their suitability for decontamination applications. Thus, this study showed more effective decontamination with better ozone distribution and the ability of the recently developed fan plasma reactor configuration to uniformly distribute ozone for the same purpose. Further, simulation studies of ozone distribution by SDBD plasma reactors can help in designing optimum reactor configurations for efficient decontamination in applications like sterilization of spacecraft components and bio-clean rooms.
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